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1.0 PROJECT APPROACH
1.1 Project Objectives
The primary project objective of this project is to make operational a dynamic integrated
model–an integrated, advanced travel-demand model with a fine-grained, time-dependent
network, and to demonstrate the model’s performance through validation tests and policy
analyses. This integrated model system is necessary because most current travel models are
not sufficiently sensitive to the dynamic interplay between travel behavior and network
conditions, and are unable to reasonably represent the effects of transportation policies such as
variable road pricing and travel demand management strategies.
Secondary project goals include producing a transferrable process and sample data that can be
used in other regions, addressing travel time reliability in travel models, demonstrating an
effective interface with EPA’s MOVES model, and incorporating knowledge from other SHRP 2
efforts such as C04 (pricing) and C05 (operations). Project C04 is intended to develop
mathematical descriptions of the full range of highway user behavioral responses to congestion,
travel time reliability, and pricing, while Project C05 will provide tools for estimating the
capacity increments expected from various combinations of operational strategies in a corridor,
such as variable speed limits, ramp metering, and use of shoulder lanes on freeways.
The C10 Category A area is envisaged as one in which choices of non-highway modes are
limited, and as such the dynamic integrated model is expected to represent behavioral changes
in response to roadway conditions. To meet this objective, the model system will be designed to
capture changes in demand such as time of day choice (i.e. peak spreading) and route choice in
response to adding lanes and in response to operational improvements such as ramp metering,
signal coordination, freeway management, ITS, reversible lanes, HOV/HOT lanes, variable tolls,
variable speed limits, and bottleneck improvements. In addition, the highway networks will
include detailed and accurate highway operating characteristics to ensure that such policies can
be adequately addressed.
While the primary project objective calls for the development of a dynamic integrated model
with advanced capabilities in terms of analyzing policies, the project will not be deemed
successful if the resulting model system cannot be used in the Jacksonville region or if similar
models cannot be implemented in other regions for reasons of cost or model complexity. This
suggests the following requirements for the model:


The model must be scalable. It should not require a large hardware cluster or complex
computing environment in which to run.



The model must be relatively easy to implement and maintain. While advanced models
are inherently complex, it is possible to implement these models with different levels of
detail.



The model implementation and maintenance must not require a multi-year, multimillion dollar effort, and the resulting model system must support varying degrees of
complexity while always ensuring model integrity and performance.
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1.2 FDOT & NFTPO Analysis Needs
The North Florida Transportation Planning Organization (NFTPO) region, which covers the
Jacksonville metropolitan area, is the fifth most populous of Florida’s 26 metropolitan planning
organization (MPO) regions, and is anticipated to grow to 1.6 million people by 2030.
Jacksonville is the eastern terminus of Interstate 10, and Interstate 95 passes through the city,
leading to substantial freight and interregional passenger car volumes on the region’s
transportation backbone. This local, regional and interregional travel demand, when coupled
with a road network that includes five major downtown bridges, leads to challenging traffic
dynamics and interesting time-of-day and route choices.
The NFTPO, the city of Jacksonville, and the Jacksonville Transit Authority collectively have a
list of priorities and concerns that are similar to many other regions. Although recent growth
projections have been reduced, new capacity continues to remain a priority. However, given
financial constraints and existing maintenance needs, a creative mix of large and small but
impactful decisions are necessary. A sample of the mix of roadway investments under
consideration includes:


Significant new facilities/road pricing: A new outer beltway and bridge in the southern
part of the region linking Clay and St. Johns counties and funded by tolls



Managed lanes: HOT lanes on J Turner Butler Boulevard



Interchange improvements: A flyover of I-95 at Airport Road, several reconstructed
interchanges on I-10 and I-95



ITS: Improvements on I-295 such as ramp metering

In addition to the NFTPO, the Florida Department of Transportation (FDOT) District 2 is also
considering many projects in the region that are at various stages in the planning and design
process. Several of the projects include the long term development or improvement of
regionally important facilities, in addition to the many other projects identified in NFTPO’s
long-range plan that affect other state routes and interstate highways, such as:


First Coast Outer Beltway – a proposed four-lane limited access toll facility that includes
the St. Johns River Crossing Corridor in St. Johns and Clay Counties and the Branan
Field-Chaffee Road (SR 23) project in Clay and Duval Counties.



I-95 Corridor – implementation of improvements to ensure that I-95 meet the needs of
users through to 2030

The NFTPO’s long-range plan identifies various detailed analysis needs where the existing
regional model may not be sufficiently sensitive to the impact of the investments, such as
intersection improvements, and the widening of existing two-lane corridors to three-lane
facilities (i.e., two lanes plus a center turn lane). The proposed temporally and spatially detailed
integrated model will be sensitive to these and many of potential improvements, such as the
impacts of ITS, TDM and TSM on LOS, and on the distribution of impacts. The model will also be
sensitive to different input land use assumptions, though the model will not forecast land use
changes.
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2.0 PRELIMINARY SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE
2.1 Model Components
The proposed model system will be comprised of three primary components: DaySim, the
TRANSIMS Router and Microsimulator and MOVES. DaySim is a travel demand forecast model
that predicts household and person travel choices at a parcel-level on a minute-by-minute basis.
The TRANSIMS Router and Microsimulator are dynamic traffic assignment and network
simulation software that tracks vehicles on a second-by-second basis. MOVES is a tool the EPA’s
latest software for estimating emissions and air quality impacts. The integrated model system
will be established by enhancing and linking these model components in order to provide
sensitivity at greater level of spatial and temporal resolution to the key policies.

2.1.1 Demand
The travel demand model to be used for this project is coded in a software framework called
DaySim. As explained in the later section on emerging industry practice, DaySim is one of the
two main “families” of activity-based model (ABM) systems now being used by MPO’s in the U.S.
DaySim was initially implemented in Sacramento, CA, by the Sacramento Area Council of
Governments (SACOG). It is currently being enhanced to interface effectively with the
TRANSIMS Router, and is also being enhanced and implemented in Seattle for the Puget Sound
Regional Council (PSRC), where road pricing and explicit modeling of intra-household
interactions are being added. DaySim will incorporate enhancements resulting from both of
those current projects in the SHRP 2 C10 project.
DaySim simulates 24-hour itineraries for individuals with spatial resolution as fine as individual
parcels and temporal resolution as fine as single minutes, so it can generate outputs at the level
of resolution required as input to dynamic traffic simulation. DaySim’s predictions in all
dimensions (activity and travel generation, tours and trip-chaining, destinations, modes, and
timing) are sensitive to travel times and costs that vary by mode, origin–destination (OD) path,
and time of day, so it can, in turn, effectively use as inputs the improved network travel costs
and times output from a dynamic traffic simulator. DaySim captures the effects of travel time
and cost upon activity and travel choices in a way that is balanced across modes and times of
day and consistent with the econometric theory of nested choice models. Originally written in
Delphi, DaySim has recently been translated to C++. The C++ version will be used for this
project, and can be compiled to run in both 32- and 64-bit environments. DaySim can be used in
a distributed manner by running separate instances on different processors on different
partitions of the study area population, and then merging the results.
DaySim is structured as a series of hierarchical or nested choice models. The general hierarchy
places the long term models at the top of the choice hierarchy, and the short term models at
successively lower levels in the hierarchy. The detailed hierarchy and flow through the model
is illustrated in Figure 1. Note that the general flow is down from the long term models to the
short term models. Moving down from top to bottom, the choices from the long term models
influence or constrain choices in lower level models. For example, household auto ownership
affects both day pattern and tour (and trip) mode choice, by influencing auto ownership
variables used in those component models. In addition to these direct influences, utilities from
lower level models flow upward to higher level models, too. “Logsums” (expected utilities)
from tour destination and tour mode choice models affect other short term models, as well as
the upper level, longer term models. Some of the logsums from lower level models are
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aggregated for use in the long term models, in order to reduce the computational load of using
fully detailed disaggregate logsums in such a complex nesting structure
Figure 1. DaySim as implemented in Sacramento
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As mentioned above, we plan to include specific enhancements to DaySim as part of the PSRC
implementation (and possibly also at SACOG) to better represent the effects of highway
network pricing. Enhancements to DaySim that are expected to be in the integrated model
include:


Simulating a specific value of travel time (VOT) for each person in the population and
each travel purpose, with the values drawn stochastically from observed distributions.



Including a toll vs. non-tolled path choice model explicitly as part of DaySim, rather than
leaving such choices entirely to the network route choice assignment procedure. This
method is most appropriate for facility-specific pricing such as HOT lanes and Express
lanes.



Implementing a multi-class network route choice assignment procedure that is kept
consistent with the toll vs. non-toll choice model included in DaySim.

DaySim is itself comprised of a set of component submodels that are executed in a coordinated
manner.
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Table 1 shows a list of the component models being included in the PSRC implementation, with
the new components shaded in gray. Model 4.6 is the toll vs. non-toll path choice model
mentioned above. Note that most of the potential new models are at the upper levels of the
model system, including models of regular mode to work, regular work schedule, and transit
pass ownership. In this case, 'potential' refers to the models proposed in the PSRC design. They
are potential because they have not yet been implemented for PSRC, and there might be
changes as that implementation proceeds. This C10 project scope does not include developing
and testing these models. Rather, the C10 effort will leverage the PSRC results. If a model gets
dropped or changed in the PSRC implementation, then the C10 project will inherit that change.
There will also be a number of models predicting explicit linkages between the day patterns of
different household members, including joint modeling of day pattern types (travel to
work/school, other travel, stay at home) across household members, generation of fully joint
tours, and generation of joint half-tours where one person drives other household members to
work or school.
Figure 1 shows a Representative Population as one of the input files. This is generated by a
population synthesizer, which will be included with DaySim for this project. The representative
population file includes both household-level and person-level information. Similarly, a personlevel output file is written with appended household- and person-level information about the
predicted activity patterns. Tour-level and trip-level output files are written as well. Taken
together, these hierarchical output files are similar to the data files from a household travel
diary survey. In this case, however, instead of actual trips from a subsample of the actual
population, we have the simulated trips from an entire, synthetically generated population.
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Table 1. DaySim Model Component Hierarchy Planned for PSRC Model System

Model Name

Level

What is predicted

1.1 Regular mode to work

Worker

Mode used to work at least 90% of recent days, if any

1.2 Regular work schedule

Worker

Time period arriving and leaving work at least 90% of

Mobility models

recent days, if any
1.3 Transit pass availability

Person

Availability and type of transit pass

1.4 Household auto availability

Household

Number of autos available for use by members of the
household

Day-level models
2.1 Household day pattern type

HH-day

combination
2.2 Household joint work/school/

Whether pattern is (1) work or school on tour, (2) other on
tour, or (3) at home all day for each person in household

HH-day

chauffeur half tour generation and

Explicit linkage of half tours to or from work or school with
other HH members, or with a HH member as “chauffeur”

participation
2.3 Household joint tour generation

HH-day

and participation
2.4 Individual tour generation and

Number of fully joint tours in the household for 4 activity
purposes, and HH members on each tour

Person-day

detailed day pattern type

Number of individual tours for 7 activity purposes.
0 or 1+ intermediate stops for 7 activity purposes.

Tour-level models
3.1 Tour destination choice

Tour

Tour destination

3.2 Work-based subtour generation

Work Tour

Number and purpose of any subtours made during a work
tour

3.3 Tour main mode choice

(Sub)Tour

Main tour mode

3.4 Tour time of day choice/

(Sub)Tour

The 30-minute time period arriving and the 30-minute time

scheduling

period time period leaving primary destination

Trip/stop-level models
4.1 Intermediate stop generation

Half Tour

Number and activity purpose of any intermediate stops
made on the half tour, conditional on day pattern

4.3 Intermediate stop location choice

Trip

Location of each intermediate stop

4.4 Trip mode choice

Trip

Trip mode

4.5 Trip departure time choice

Trip

Departure time within 30 min. periods

4.6 Car trip toll vs. non-toll path

Trip

Path type choice, implemented using person/purpose-

choice
4.7 Park-and-ride lot choice
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2.1.2 Supply
The supply side models proposed for the Jacksonville SHRP 2 C10 project are based on the
TRANSIMS network and travel assignment process. This process assigns a sequence of trips or
tours for individual household persons between specific activity locations to roadways,
walkways, and transit modes on a second-by-second basis for a full travel day. The network
includes detailed information regarding the operational characteristics of the transportation
facilities that may vary by time of day and by vehicle or traveler type. This includes the number
of lanes, the lane use restrictions, the traffic controls and signal timing and phasing plans,
turning restrictions, tolls and parking fees.
Most of the detailed coding required to build a TRANSIMS network can be synthetically
generated from traditional transportation modeling networks or GIS files. Traffic engineering
warrants and coding rules can be customized for local conditions. The resulting data for a
regional network can be edited to more accurately reflect actual conditions in the field.
TRANSIMS and SHRP 2 C10 are designed to address transportation planning needs and future
operational and policy scenarios, so it may be helpful to design and develop the network models
to dynamically adjust to future conditions rather than be fixed or limited to existing traffic
controls. Methods and procedures that adjust the signal timing plans or automatically add
controls based on new land-use developments and facility changes are highly desirable.
TRANSIMS includes many of these capabilities and additional functionality is expected to be
developed as part of this project. These methods and functionality will be tested when
developing the base year (2005) model networks.
From the assignment perspective, TRANSIMS implements a dynamic user equilibrium network
assignment for trip and activity files that define the demand by time of day. The primary
demand input to TRANSIMS is an activity file produced by DaySim that contains detailed
information on each individual’s activity locations, timing, and mode of travel. In addition, trip
list files are used to represent non-household-related travel such as trucks, external trips, and
other commercial travel in the network demand.
A travel plan is constructed for each trip or activity by the TRANSIMS Router. The Router builds
multi-modal paths through the transportation network based on the latest network
performance data by time of day and facility. The TRANSIMS performance data typically
includes link travel times and turning movement delays by 15 minute time periods throughout
the day. This information is generated during the network simulation or through converting
the demand volumes to travel times based on traditional volume-delay equations and 15
minute volume/capacity ratios.
The TRANSIMS Microsimulator is based on a cellular automata approach that subdivides the
lanes on each link in the network into cells that approximate the size of automobiles. Travel
through the network is simulated by moving vehicles from one cell to another on a second-bysecond basis. Lane changing, plan following, and random slow down events are calibrated to
more accurately reflect the driver behavior in a given region. The Microsimulator generates a
wealth of performance statistics that can be fed back to the Router to re-plan travel paths,
displayed on maps or visualized through network animation.
In addition to the Router and Microsimulator, a TRANSIMS assignment typically includes a
dynamic user equilibrium process that incrementally seeks the best combination of paths for all
users such that each user can not improve their travel time (or generalized cost) by changing
paths. Since TRANSIMS requires a unique/single path for each traveler, the user equilibrium
process is somewhat different from traditional assignment methods. TRANSIMS has the
capability to approach equilibrium by adjusting only a small percentage of the travel paths after
Resource Systems Group, Inc.
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each iteration. This can maintain stability within the simulation and avoids major distortions
caused by true capacity constraints. The process for selecting the travelers to update during a
given iteration is based on the gap between the traveler’s previous travel plan and the
minimum impedance path built using the latest simulation performance statistics. Iterations
continue until the gap approaches the natural random variability of the network (about 1 to 2
percent).
TRANSIMS provides a wide variety of methods for achieving network convergence. Most
applications start by using the Router and PlanSum/PlanSelect programs to incrementally load
trips to the network and refine the paths using traditional volume-delay functions and
volume/capacity ratio criteria. This helps distribute the traffic on the network more
realistically before attempting a true capacity constrained simulation. This is typically followed
by several iterations of Router-Microsimulator feedback that refine the network performance
estimates used for path building based on the simulated network performance by time of day.
Once the simulation stabilizes, the process of refining the paths for each traveler to achieve user
equilibrium is applied. This process typically uses the latest network performance data to
compare a re-skimmed version of the current travel path to a re-built path for each traveler. A
small percentage of travelers that have large differences between their re-skimmed travel time
and their re-built travel time are given updated paths for the next simulation. When the number
of travelers with significant differences in their paths is small, the assignment is terminated.
In addition to user equilibrium, convergence within a TRANSIMS simulation also focuses on
realistic network performance statistics. In other words, the network should be at some level of
system equilibrium as well. The ultimate goal is to assign all trips to the network. Trips that fail
due to excessive congestion or awkward paths involving difficult lane changes need to be
minimized. In most cases, re-routing travelers with path problems can resolve the issue.

2.1.3 Emissions
TRANSIMS includes a number of interface options for utilizing EPA’s new MOVES software for
emissions and greenhouse gas estimates. MOVES uses detailed information about the
distribution of VMT by source type, facility type, area type, time of day, week day, and 5 mph
average speed bins to calculate emissions for an array of pollutants. In addition to travel data,
MOVES needs information about the fleet age and fuel type distributions, inspection
maintenance programs and monthly temperatures and humidity for each county in the analysis
area. This are used to calculate county-based emissions inventories or custom domains that
combine counties into aggregate estimates.
TRANSIMS prepares MOVES input files in two steps. First, the Microsimulator outputs speed
bin distribution files for each vehicle type. These files contain the number of seconds a given
vehicle type is traveling at each of the 6 or 7 speed bins on each 30 meter link segment in each
15 minute time period. The TRANSIMS Emissions program then uses this information to
generate the distribution of VMT by HPMS vehicle type, the distribution of VMT by MOVES
source type, the road type and ramp fraction distributions, and the average speed distribution
by source type, road type, day of week, hour of the day, and MOVES speed bins. The MOVES
data importers read these files and generate the emissions inventories.
Alternatively, MOVES uses local data to generate an emissions rate lookup table that provides
the emissions per mile for each pollutant based on a breakdown of source type, facility type,
and average speed. These rates can be used by transportation models to estimate emissions
based on link speeds and volumes. The TRANSIMS Emissions program supports this interface
as well. The MOVES lookup table is read, aggregated and/or disaggregated by the TRANSIMS
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Emissions program and applied to the detailed speed bin data. Several inventory reports are
generated that summarize the emissions by facility type, area type, vehicle type, district, link
group or subarea. The Emissions program can also apply the lookup rates to volume-speed
data generated by traditional model or the detailed second-by-second speed profiles of
individual travelers.
EPA expects the MOVES county-level methods to be the regulatory requirement for regional
planning and air quality conformity analysis in one to two years. MOVES also includes projectlevel methods that are intended for NEPA and hot-spot analysis. These methods are less
developed and initial attempts to apply them have raised a number of critical issues. The
TRANSIMS Emissions program also includes tools to prepare the project-level input files. These
data are entered for individual links and a specified hour of the day. The key input is the link
operating mode distribution that assigns speed and acceleration (vehicle specific power) data
to various operating modes. Second-by-second speed profiles for individual vehicles on the
target links are needed for this level of analysis.

2.2 Component Integration
Three critical linkages need to be established in the integrated model system: DaySim must
provide activity and trip information to TRANSIMS to perform network assignment; TRANSIMS
must provide network level-of-service information to DaySim to support the simulation of
household and individual activity and travel choices; and TRANSIMS must provide information
on network volumes by speed bin and duration to MOVES to support the generation of
emissions estimates. There is no direct linkage between DaySim and MOVES.
As shown at the top of Figure 1, DaySim uses as inputs highway (and transit) skim matrices by
time period and submode (SOV, HOV2 and HOV3+ for highway). DaySim, when integrated with
a traditional aggregate network assignment process, in turn supplies trip matrices as input to
traffic assignment. This aggregation is currently done to quite a coarse spatial and temporal
level in SACSIM, the version of DaySim used for MPO planning in Sacramento. DaySim trip end
locations are aggregated from parcel-to-parcel up to TAZ-to-TAZ level, and TRANSIMS trip
times are aggregated from minutes up to 4 periods in the day.
DaySim has already been enhanced to generate outputs in the format required by the
TRANSIMS Router. This means that:


Trips are kept and simulated in list format rather than aggregating to O-D matrices;



For the integrated model, trip end locations need only be aggregated to the level of
TRANSIMS activity locations rather than TAZs; and



Trip start and end times can be kept in units of individual minutes rather than
aggregating to broad time periods.

Additional trip level information simulated by DaySim is also written to the record to be used
by the Router. An example is the position of a trip within a tour, so that other trips in the tour
can be routed sequentially, with no illogical overlaps in time of day. Other relevant attributes
attributes that could be included on the activity list and trip list output by DaySim include
income, schedule constraints, trip purpose, and value of time measures. However,
modifications to DaySim and/or TRANSIMS may be required in order to capture the effects of
these attributes.
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Figure 2. Integrated Model System Components

LOS Skims

Demand File

The most challenging aspect of integration is in using the outputs from TRANSIMS within
DaySim. DaySim will be enhanced in one or both of the following ways:


Read skim matrices from the Router for more time periods at the beginning of each
DaySim run (e.g. for 30 minute periods or 1 hour periods during the peaks, with longer
periods outside the peaks),



Call a TRANSIMS skimming procedure from within DaySim that retrieves times and
costs for specified locations as needed. Instead of producing full trip matrices, the
Router will provide highway performance information “on the fly” when requested by
DaySim for trips between specific activity locations beginning in specific periods (e.g.
the SOV travel times for a trip that begins at activity location X at minute Y, to each of 50
alternative destination activity locations)

We view the latter enhancement in particular as a key to unlocking the advantage of an
integrated DTA and activity-based demand model system, and also as one of the main
challenges to be addressed for full model integration.

2.3 Convergence and Equilibration
A critical aspect of integrated model development will involve implementing and refining
strategies for achieving a condition of model system convergence in the integrated model
system. Model system convergence is achieved when the inputs to the model system are
consistent with the outputs from the model system. Convergence is necessary in order to
ensure the behavioral integrity of the model system. The impedances or level-of-service
measurements used as the basis for accessibility measures and as key inputs to the destination
and mode choice models must be approximately equal to the travel times and costs produced
by the final network assignment process. Model system convergence is typically achieved
through iterative feedback. This feedback occurs both within the network assignment phase,
most frequently by using an aggregate deterministic user equilibrium traffic assignment
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process, and within the overall model system by feeding the impedances output by the network
assignment process back to the beginning of the model run stream.
At the network assignment level, an equilibration process between the TRANSIMS Router and
Microsimulator will be established, while at the model system level a more “global” system
feedback between DaySim and TRANSIMS will be established. When run with standard static
equilibrium assignment, as in SACSIM, DaySim is run in the same way during each global
iteration, essentially re-simulating the entire regional population with the updated network
travel times and costs. DaySim also has the ability to be run on only a subsample of the
population, with the resulting trips expanded to represent the full population. This feature can
be used to reduce run times in the early global iterations.
Because TRANSIMS uses lists of individual trips rather than trip matrices as input and output,
and because it is designed to run using an incremental feedback process, rerouting only a
subset of trips on the network, there are also additional possibilities for how the feedback with
DaySim is implemented. Possibilities include:


Re-simulate a full days’ travel and activity patterns for the entire population (the
current, default approach)



Re-simulate a full days’ travel and activity patterns for only a subsample of the
population, selected at random. For the rest of the population, retain the forecast from
the previous global iteration “as is”.



The same as the preceding option, but rather than a random selection, select the
households to re-simulate based on the performance of the routed trips on the network
(e.g. res-simulate persons/households where scheduling conflicts arise because of
network performance, or where travel delays are the highest)



The same as the preceding option, but only re-simulate selected tours instead of the full
day’s travel and activity pattern.



Re-simulate only those parts of the day where congestion is higher and convergence
may require more iterations.



Use different combinations and/or degrees of the above approaches, switching across
global iterations.

As one can see from the above list, there are many possibilities for how this aspect of the system
integration can be implemented. Limited testing of these possibilities has occurred within the
SACOG TRANSIMS project, but the majority of such testing will remain to be done as part of the
C10 project. One possible concern is that re-simulation of a non-random selection of the
population is not entirely consistent with the random utility discrete choice framework in
which the DaySim models were estimated. We will balance such concerns against the resulting
gain in system efficiency, and against the face validity of the resulting traffic forecasts, as
measured against exogenous data.
The project team will identify and refine a set of network assignment convergence and
integrated model system convergence measures, and provide the ability to use these measures
as stopping criteria when configuring the model system flow.

2.4 Data Availability
Development of the detailed integrated model system involves the identification, assembly, and
processing of a broad range of data required by each component of the model system. The
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following sections primarily describe the data items required by the DaySim travel demand
forecast model and the TRANSIMS network simulation model. The data requirements of the
MOVES air quality assessment component are primarily derived from TRANSIMS outputs.

2.4.1 DaySim Data
The DaySim model requires data that reflect a wide variety of factors that influence travel
decisions, including socioeconomic, employment and school information, transportation
network times and costs, and urban form attributes. Much of this data is developed and applied
at the detailed parcel-level, which enhances the model’s sensitivity but which also increases the
data development burden. The major DaySim data inputs are identified and their availability
and status described below.

2.4.1.1 Synthetic Population
Prior to applying the DaySim model, it is necessary to first develop a “synthetic population” of
regional households. This synthetic population is a list of households and persons that is based
on observed or forecasted distributions of socioeconomic attributes and created by sampling
detailed Census microdata. This list functions as the basis for all subsequent choice-making
simulated in the model system. All base year 2005 data required to develop the synthetic
population using the DaySim population generation component are available from the Census,
and Northeast Florida Regional Planning Model (NERPM) and Chittenden County MPO (CCMPO)
model inputs. Refinements to this process, such as the implementation of a different population
synthesizer than is currently implemented within DaySim, will similarly employ existing Census
PUMS and ACS data.

2.4.1.2 Housing Units
Parcel-level information on housing units is used to allocate the synthetic population down to
individual parcels, and to influence destination choices. This data is available in both the
Jacksonville and Burlington regions from parcel-level databases maintained for these regions.
In addition, parcel-level calculations of proximity to total housing units within ¼ mile and ½
mile buffers are also important urban form measures used in DaySim, and are calculated using a
script.

2.4.1.3 Employment by Type
Parcel-level information on the total number of jobs by employment type on each individual
parcel is one of the most essential model inputs. In DaySim, the number of workers attracted to
each employment site is calibrated to the number of jobs at that site. Both the Jacksonville and
Burlington areas have detailed information on employment by type. However, this data
frequently must be significantly “cleaned” to ensure data quality. These checks include making
sure that reasonable numbers of jobs are assigned to each individual parcel – a common
problem is that large employers with many locations in a region allocate all jobs to the “home
office” rather than distributed across the firms locations. In Burlington, this parcel-level
employment data has already been assembled and cleaned. In the Jacksonville region, a
database of employment by location has been acquired, but has only been partially cleaned, and
the employment locations have not been associated with specific parcels. As with housing
units, parcel-level calculations of proximity to total employment by sector within ¼ mile and ½
mile buffers are also important measures used in DaySim, and are calculated using a script.
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2.4.1.4 School Enrollment
Like workers, the number of students that are attracted to each school location is calibrated to
the enrollment by grade-level at that school location. As a result, parcel-level information on
school enrollment is necessary. In the Jacksonville region, the Florida Department of Education
has provided school-level information on enrollment by grade. In addition, the Department has
provided school-level information on enrollment in universities, community colleges, and
technical schools, including information on credit hours, which can be used to determine fulltime vs. part-time enrollment. In Burlington, the Vermont Department of Education has
provided school-level enrollment data by grade for public schools. Parochial and alternative
schools, and universities, community colleges, and technical schools are identified in the
employment database. Enrollment has been identified for most of these institutions by visiting
the institution’s website; in the remainder of cases enrollment has been estimated based on the
number of employees at the institution. As with housing units and employment, parcel-level
calculations of proximity to school enrollment by sector within ¼ mile and ½ mile buffers are
used in DaySim are used, and are calculated using a script.

2.4.1.5 Transportation Access
In addition to using zone-level information on access times to transit, DaySim also incorporates
detailed parcel-level information on the distance to transit by transit sub-mode. The
Jacksonville Transportation Authority and the Chittenden County Transit (Burlington) have
provided GIS data on transit stop locations, and a GIS-based script has been developed to
calculate distances to transit for every parcel in the region.

2.4.1.6 Urban Form
A unique parcel-level measure of urban form that DaySim incorporates is the number of
intersections of different types within ¼ mile and ½ mile buffers. These intersection types
include, dead-ends (1 link), T-intersections (3-links), and tradition intersections (4+ links), and
help characterize the pattern of urban development. An automated process has been developed
to calculate these urban form measures for both Jacksonville and Burlington based on detailed
GIS street centerline files.

2.4.1.7 Parking
DaySim uses information on the number and prices of both daily and hourly parking spaces
within ¼ mile and ½ mile buffers of each parcel. Although neither Jacksonville nor Burlington
contain many formal paid parking structures or lots, it will be necessary to gather more
information on parking availability and cost prior to running the models.

2.4.1.8 TAZ Data
Parcels are the primary spatial units used in DaySim. However, current implementations have
used a limited set of travel analysis zone (TAZ) level data, including PUMA and summary district
correspondence codes, and physical attributes such as the land area and coordinate locations.
The project team has all the GIS data necessary to derive this information.

2.4.1.9 Skims
Skims, or location-to-location measures of level-of-service, are an essential component of any
travel demand forecast system. In the initial stages of model implementation, these skims will
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be based on zone-to-zone network times and costs at aggregate time periods, and based on
TRANSIMS link delay files. Ultimately, the time and cost measures will be based on more
spatially detailed “activity locations” and for specific times that a trip or activity may be routed.
All data required to build these measures will be derived from DaySim demand and the
TRANSIMS network information described in subsequent sections.

2.4.1.10 Auxiliary Demand Data
DaySim will provide detailed predictions of the long-term and short-term travel choices of
Jacksonville and Burlington residents, but this travel demand doesn’t fully represent all trips
that use the regional transportation networks. Commercial and truck traffic typically comprise
a significant share of all roadway volumes. In addition, non-residents enter the region through
key external gateways to access jobs, shopping or other opportunities, and similarly, residents
may leave the region to satisfy other needs. In Jacksonville, a significant amount of travel is also
associated with visitors to the region. This “auxiliary demand” will be derived from the existing
model systems in Jacksonville and Burlington, with spatial and temporal detail added to
support integration with the detailed demand and supply simulation models. In Jacksonville,
the exiting model system has been acquired by the project team, and will provide estimates of
four-wheeled, single-unit, and combination truck-trailer commercial vehicle trips, as well as
estimates of internal-external, external-internal, and external-external (through) trips. Visitor
demand will be derived from the existing model system, based on detailed information about
hotel and motel rooms, occupancy and visitor population. In Burlington, the auxiliary demand
will similarly be derived from the truck and external travel elements of the existing four-step
model, though visitor travel will not be explicitly addressed. Auxiliary demand will remain
fixed across global iterations within each model run year, but will of course vary across model
run years. The model system may be configured to vary the auxiliary demand by scenario
within a given horizon year, though this has not yet been established. . Network times and
costs will influence the routes used by trucks and visitors in the region, but the overall level of
demand, and the origins, destinations and travel modes of this demand, will not change within a
given year.

2.4.2 TRANSIMS Data
2.4.2.1 Links / Nodes
The primary data sources required to build the detailed TRANSIMS transportation networks
are geographic descriptions of the links and nodes that represent the regional transportation
network. In both Jacksonville and Burlington, our proposed method involves building
TRANSIMS networks based on spatially detailed GIS street centerline files. In Jacksonville, the
proposed network will cover the 4 counties in the region: Duval, St. John’s, Clay and Nassau.
This area is consistent with the extent of the existing regional travel demand forecasting model,
which will facilitate integration of additional data, such as external demand. There are two
possible street centerline files that could provide the basis for the TRANSIMS network: the
TeleAtlas basemap and the NAVTEQ basemap. The project team proposes to use the TeleAtlas
basemap because it already includes some required attributes, such as the number of lanes and
freeflow speeds, for all major facilities in the region. In addition, the project team has evaluated
this network for link and node connectivity, and found virtually no issues. In Burlington, the
TRANSIMS network had already been built as part of a prior TRANSIMS implementation
project.
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Figure 3. Jacksonville TRANSIMS Network Detail

A number of issues must be addressed in assembling or imputing the data required to build the
network. Most critically, the appropriate level of network detail must be determined. Ideally,
all links in the region would be included the model network, but doing so would have significant
implications for model runtimes. Therefore, it will be necessary to select a subset of regional
roads, and develop all required data. The subset of roads to be included will likely include all
collectors and higher level facilities, but will likely also include other facilites such as all local
streets in the CBD and all lover level facilities that interact with higher level facilities via
intersection controls. The required network data already exists for many higher-level facilities,
and the project team will establish a set of rules for imputing missing data based on facility
types and area types. These imputed data will then be reviewed by team members for
reasonableness. Not all attributes that can be coded in the TRANSIMS networks will be coded.
For example, there are no data in an electronic form describing lane widths, or the presence of
turn pockets or shoulders. Thus, these attributes will not be included in the networks, unless
performance issues related to these attributes are identified in model implementation and
calibration.
Note that transit networks will not be developed as part of this project. Transit level-of-service
information required to predict transit usage will be predicted using existing NERPM regional
model transit skims. No transit network assignment will be performed as part of this project
effort.

2.4.2.2 Intersection Controls
Project team members have acquired location and timing data for most signals on major
facilities in the urban core. This information will be incorporated into the TRANSIMS networks.
Network performance will be evaluated during model implementation and calibration and the
signal data may be augmented to ensure reasonable results. However, the project team will
also rely on TRANSIMS automated signal location and timing capabilities, which are especially
useful in developing forecast year networks for which detailed information on future signal
location and timing is not yet available. No electronic data sources have been identified which
inventory other intersection controls such as stop signs, so the project team will again rely on
TRANSIMS automated capabilities. Restricted turns and turn penalties will initially be derived
from the existing NERPM turn penalty file, which the project team has acquired, and expanded
as necessary to ensure reasonable network performance.
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2.4.2.3 Activity Locations
Activity locations function as the equivalent of travel analysis zones in TRANSIMS. Activity
locations are typically significantly more detailed that traditional model travel analysis zones.
For example, in Sacramento there are 22,000 activity locations as compared to 1,500 TAZs.
Activity locations are not as detailed as parcels, of which there are 650,000 in the Jacksonville
region. Activity locations are created using an automated process that primarily considers link
length, assigning short links separate activity locations on both block faces, and assigning long
links multiple activity locations. Note that a single activitly location may be associated with
multiple parking locations, which may be helpful in reflecting parking access, particularly in the
CBD. All data and processes required to build activity locations have been acquired and
extensively tested by then project team.
Figure 4. Activity Location - Parcel Correspondence

2.4.3 Calibration and Validation Data
In addition to all of the data necessary to build both the demand and supply sides of the
integrated model system, it is also necessary to gather data that can be used to demonstrate the
reasonableness of model outputs. For this project, the primary calibration and validation data
will be based on regional household survey data and an extensive database of regional traffic
speeds and counts.
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2.4.3.1 Household Survey Data
A detailed household travel diary survey is primary source used for establishing the
relationships between individual and household travel choices, transportation network
attributes and conditions, and land use and urban form attributes. While this household survey
data is often used to “estimate” models for a region, for this project we intend to primarily use
the household survey to establish model calibration targets. The existing DaySim structure and
coefficients will be adapted to the Jacksonville and Burlington regions. The North Florida
Household Travel Survey and the Northeast Florida External Travel Survey, both collected in
the year 2000, have been acquired for use in this project. In addition, existing data from Florida
oversamples of the Nation Household Travel Behavior Survey will also be acquired to provide
additional information.

2.4.3.2 Traffic Counts and Speeds
An extensive database of regional traffic counts has been acquired by the project team to
support model calibration and validation. This dataset includes information ITS sensor data as
well as loop detector data. The ITS sensor data is available for 190 locations on I-95 and I-295
(approximately every ½ mile), and includes total traffic counts for 5-minute intervals. The loop
detector data is available for approximately 20 permanent stations, and similarly detailed data
is available for hundreds of other locations collected using portable detectors. While not as
temporally detailed (the data is available in 15 minute increments), this data includes
invaluable information volumes by detailed vehicle class and on the distribution of vehicles by
speed bin.

2.5 Model Transferability
One of the objectives of this project is to implement a model system that is transferable to other
regions. As part of this effort, the existing DaySim model will be transferred to the Jacksonville
region. Thus, we will use model sensitivities estimated in Sacramento and/or Seattle, in the
prior SHRP 2 research projects, and perhaps from known relationships in Florida and
Jacksonville. Regions often have distinctive travel mode, land use and employment categories,
and might also have special pricing policies of interest. Accordingly, some DaySim
customization of these aspects might be necessary for Jacksonville, as well as for other regions.
While it’s possible to transfer the structure of the DaySim demand model, it is necessary to
develop region-specific transportation networks, and the TRANSIMS network assignment
processes require a greater level of detail and accuracy in the network representation than is
often found in existing model networks. This means that a substantial amount of network
coding may be needed for each implementation in a new region. Fortunately, TRANSIMS has a
suite of tools to automate some of this work.
After transferring and customizing the model system it is necessary to calibrate it to assure that
it reasonably reproduces essential conditions in a base year for which we have good counts and
estimates of flows and speeds by time of day. For this effort, DaySim will first be calibrated
using fixed base year level-of-service inputs. DaySim calibration will occur in various model
components, including the day pattern, destination, mode and time of day choices. Calibration
will be done for a select and limited set of coefficients, in order to preserve the model’s
predictive elasticities and avoid overfitting. In addition to traffic count and speed data for
validation, data sources for calibration will include household survey data from the 2008 NHTS
Survey enriched Florida sample, as well as commute pattern and auto ownership data from
2000 CTPP and more ACS data updates.
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After calibrating DaySim, the TRANSIMS Router and Microsimulator will be calibrated using
fixed base year demand from DaySim. This calibration process will involve evaluations of
routing statistics, as well as comparisons of simulated travel times and link volumes to
observed data. Once both DaySim and the TRANSIMS network simulation components have
been calibrated, the overall integrated system will be calibrated and validated to achieve output
targets.

2.6 Spatial and Temporal Resolution
For integration of DaySim with TRANSIMS, many of the key issues revolve around the levels of
spatial and temporal resolution in the data that flows between the two component systems.
Therefore, prior to discussing model integration, we include in this section additional detail
regarding spatial and temporal resolution.
Table 2 provides a concise summary of the types of spatial resolution used in various model
systems. The pilot DaySim-TRANSIMS implementation in Sacramento uses a hybrid approach,
with data at all three of the levels shown. In Jacksonville, we will also use a hybrid approach,
though most spatial data will be implemented at the “fine” or “intermediate” levels of
resolution. Some data, such as transit skims will remain at a “coarse” level. Other approaches
may also be explored.
DaySim operates primarily at the parcel level. Each location choice is modeled as a choice of a
parcel, using parcel attributes to help explain the choice. In Sacramento, there are about
650,000 non-vacant parcels. SACSIM uses CUBE/TP+ to perform traffic assignment at the level
of 1,500 zones, and to supply network skim matrices as input to DaySim. Thus, SACSIM is a
hybrid approach between the “fine” and “coarse” spatial units in Table 2.
Table 2. Summary of Levels of Spatial Resolution

Level
Basic spatial unit
Example model systems

Fine
Specific addresses (e.g.
points, parcels)
DaySim

Intermediate
Activity locations (e.g.
block faces)
TRANSIMS

Typical number in a
region

500,000 – 2,000,000
(700,000 at SACOG)

10,000 – 40,000
(25,000 at SACOG)

Coarse
Zones (e.g. Census
tracts, block groups)
Static equilibrium traffic
assignment
1,000 – 4,000
(1,500 at SACOG)

TRANSIMS, as implemented in Portland, Sacramento, and elsewhere, uses an intermediate
spatial approach that more closely matches the fine level of resolution used in DaySim. The
spatial units used in TRANSIMS are termed ‘activity locations’. At the extreme, an activity
location could be defined for each parcel. In a network model, however, such a large number of
nodes would be impractical and may not improve performance substantially. Instead, one or
more Activity Locations are defined for each “block face” (separated by a defined distance such
as 300 meters), as illustrated in Figure 5. DaySim parcels are then associated with TRANSIMS
activity locations in a many-to-one mapping. With 25,000 activity locations, this is an average
of roughly 30 parcels per activity location, and 15 activity locations per TAZ.
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Figure 5. Example of Activity Locations in TRANSIMS network

Table 3 provides a summary of temporal resolution used in different types of models. DaySim,
as implemented in Sacramento, schedules trips and activities within 30 minute periods, and
then, using uniform distributions, stochastically assigns each trip departure and arrival time to
a specific minute of the day. The CUBE/TP+ highway assignments for SACSIM, however, are
only done for 4 periods across the day (AM peak, midday, PM peak, night). As a result, SACSIM
is a hybrid system, with the static assignment procedure providing input to DaySim at a lower
level of temporal resolution than is desired.
TRANSIMS is also a hybrid system in terms of temporal resolution. The Router, in selecting
routes, relies on link performance characteristics that are assumed to be fixed during each 15
minute time period and allowed to vary across those time periods. TRANSIMS Microsimulator
simulates one second time periods, with the movement of each vehicle on the network
dependent on the traffic conditions that it faces second by second. The Microsimulator can log
microscopic system conditions every second. As Table 3 indicates, DaySim and the TRANSIMS
Router are inherently compatible, both operating at the “intermediate” level of temporal
resolution.
Table 3. Summary of Levels of Temporal Resolution

Level
Basic temporal unit
Example model systems
Typical interval used
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Fine
Seconds
TRANSIMS
Microsimulator
1-10 seconds
(xx seconds in
Microsimulator)

Intermediate
Minutes
TRANSIMS Router
DaySim
1-15 minutes
(15 minutes in Router, 1
minute in SACSIM)

Coarse
Hours
Static equilibrium traffic
assignment
1-24 hours
(4 periods in the day in
SACSIM)
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2.7 System Operating Modes
The integrated model system will be comprised of a three primary components: DaySim,
TRANSIMS, and MOVES, and will incorporate a model run controller that allows users to
selectively apply some or all of these components in various configurations. The model system
will also allow users to configure options within each one of the primary components. For
example, it may be desirable to execute subcomponents of DaySim, such as the usual work and
school location models, or to run DaySim or its components multiple times while varying the
random seeds in order to observe simulation variation. Similarly, users may want to control the
execution and interaction among TRANSIMS components, such as the criteria used by the
Router to select households or trips for re-planning, or to configure the iterations between the
Router and the Microsimulator. The run controller may also allow users to execute the
integrated model system using special procedures, such as necessary to develop estimates of
user benefits for New Starts reporting.
A key feature of the run controller will be the parameterization of convergence criteria for both
the overall model system as well as for the network assignment procedures. For example, users
will be able to identify whether to use a predefined measure or a fixed number of iterations as
stopping criteria, as well as to specify values such as the convergence tolerance and the number
of iterations.

2.8 Runtimes
Because disaggregate models predict travel behavior for each individual traveler within a
household the additional calculations and data requirements can produce very long model run
times. In addition, the use of detailed network simulation methods, where individual vehicles
may be simulated at a very fine temporal resolution, can also result in excessively long
runtimes, making model execution, validation, scenario testing and even model maintenance
difficult. Regardless of the analytical complexity and how well the model replicates observed
conditions, disaggregate models will be deemed unusable if model run times are measured in
days and not hours.
Despite differences in the population sizes being modeled, recent disaggregate model
experience in San Francisco, New York, Sacramento, Portland, and Ohio suggest that model run
times in excess of 24 hours are the norm. Furthermore, these implementations still utilize
aggregate vehicle assignment procedures found in commercially available transportation
planning packages such as TransCAD, CUBE, and EMME2. Total run time would likely increase
significantly if dynamic vehicle simulation and assignment algorithms such as those available in
TRANSIMS and DynusT were used to replace the static assignment in these model systems.
The number of TRANSIMS implementation projects has increased significantly in just the last
few years. The user’s community has expanded and TRANSIMS based models have now been
developed for large urban areas such as Chicago, Washington, D.C. and Los Angeles to name just
a few. Table 4 below shows run times from these model implementations. Note that only the
integrated model developed for Sacramento included global system feedback where updated
network times and costs was used to re-estimate travel demand, and the travel times for
Sacramento reflect three global iterations. As demonstrated in the table below, the TRANSIMS
models developed to date have very long runtimes.
Table 4. TRANSIMS Model Runtimes
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Region

Router
Cores
Iterations

Total Run Time

Demand

Links

Tools

Burlington, VT

4 hours

0.5 million

800

40

1

Router & Microsimulator

Twin Cities, MN

35 hours

1.5 million

5,200

30

1

Router & Microsimulator

Sacramento, CA

40 hours

6 million

6,800

25

4

Router

Phoenix, AZ

15 hours

13 million 13,400

10

1

Router

Washington D.C.

175 hours

25 million 17,000

50-100

4

Router & Subarea Microsimulation

Chicago, IL

100 hours

28 million 27,000

80

16

Router & Subarea Microsimulation

Moreno Valley, CA

180 hours

40 million 48,000

80

32

Router & Subarea Microsimulation

Atlanta, GA

550 hours

20 million 19,000

40

8

Router & Regional Microsimulation

We have conducted a series of sensitivity tests with the TRANSIMS router to determine the
impact of varying the input demand as well as the level of network detail, specifically the
number of activity locations and links. This investigation showed that TRANSIMS Router run
time is directly proportional to the amount of demand. A 100 percent increase in the demand
results in a 100 percent increase in the time required to route the demand. However,
increasing the number of activity locations, which function as the detailed origins and
destinations for trips in TRANSIMS, has little to no effect on the run time. This is likely the
result of the list based nature of the input demand since paths are built for only i,j pairs
contained in the trip list. Significantly, router run time was also shown to be directly
proportional to the number of network links - routing equivalent demand on a network with
twice as many links takes twice as long, which will influence the choice of final network
resolution.
The Northeast Florida Regional Planning Model (NERPM) which is maintained by the NFTPO
models roughly 4 million daily vehicle trips, or about 40% fewer trips than were simulated in
the SACOG Integrated Model. However, the SACOG Integrated Model used the SACSIM travel
demand model network as the basis for the TRANSIMS network and was therefore not as
detailed as the all-streets network we plan to utilize for this project. We have demonstrated that
the number of links can significantly influence router run time. Also, the SACOG Integrated
Model did not incorporate the TRANSIMS microsimulator. Given that more network detail will
be represented in the TRANSIMS network and the microsimulator will be added for this project,
it is not unreasonable to expect that we could observe run times in excess of 40-60 hours
assuming a system feedback and iteration scheme comparable to the one applied in the SACOG
Integrated Model.
The potential for runtimes on this scale will influence our work in four substantive ways going
forward. First, any changes that might improve efficiency and reduce run time, no matter how
modest will be considered. Second, parallelization and running intensive computation
procedures concurrently will be absolutely required. DaySim already supports parallelization
as do many of the TRANSIMS tools that will be utilized. Planned improvements to TRANSIMS
will include modifications to the microsimulator to accommodate partitioning which will help
to reduce model run time during the vehicle simulation module. Third, running the model
system on hardware that contains more than 1-node (4 cores) could be pursued. The SACOG
Integrated Model has been tested on the Transportation Research Analysis and Computing
Cluster (TRACC) at Argonne National Laboratory. Significant runtime reductions are made
possible by running the model on up to as many as 10 computation nodes (40 cores). Figure 6
presents the effect of parallelization on router runtimes using the TRACC. The generation of
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zone-to-zone congested travel time skims that are fed back to DaySim in the SACOG Integrated
Model is a very costly module in terms of runtime. This is a lengthy step in the model process
because it cannot be fully distributed and tens of millions of paths must be built and skimmed
by the router to reflect some of the temporal disaggregation available in the router outputs. A
planned enhancement for this work will be a temporal and spatial disaggregation of the
congested travel time skims as well as an “on-the-fly” skimming procedure that will eliminate
the need for time-period specific zone-based skims. It is our hope that this enhancement to the
model design and structure will also reduce overall model run time. In addition, practical
methods will be consideredd in application, including allowing lower convergence thresholds
for some analyses, using cngested network times and costs to “warm start” model runs, and
incremental simulation of the population (rather than simulating the entire population at every
system iteration).
Figure 6. Effect of Parallelization on Runtimes

2.9 Costs
A significant barrier to the wider dissemination and adoption of activity-based demand and
traffic simulation-based assignment methods has been the perception that, although the models
can provide enhanced policy sensitivities and greater spatial and temporal detail, the costs for
developing, maintaining, and applying these models is greater than the costs associated with
traditional travel forecasting and assignment methods. The costs associated with any model
are not limited to those specifically related to model development, but also include costs
associated with data development, model maintenance, model application and staffing.
In some cases, the data costs associated with advanced model development are no greater than
those for a traditional model. For example, many traditional household travel behavior surveys
have been used to develop activity-based models. However, there are many data development
costs associated with advanced travel demand and traffic assignment models that are greater
than traditional model costs. For example, if the demand model uses parcel level data, agencies
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can expect that greater resources will be required to gather this data and provide quality
control than would be required if only using aggregate travel analysis zone data. Similarly, on
the transportation network side, the increased operational sensitivity associated with DTA and
simulation models results from the use of detailed network attributes that also require time to
code, review and calibrate.
The higher costs associated with development of advanced demand models and traffic
simulation models is also a function of the emerging nature of these tools, where
standardization of components or approaches has not been established, and thus there are
additional costs associated with custom software development. However, as advanced practice
models have become more widely adopted, these costs have declined.
Building forecast model inputs and forecast networks can also be a source of additional costs.
For example, if the model uses parcel -level data, it is necessary to build forecast year inputs at
the parcel-level as well, resulting the need for more advanced land use allocation or modeling
approaches. Detailed forecast year travel model networks must also be developed and
maintained. Additional costs associated with training and retained qualified modeling staff
should also be expected.
Although no definitive studies of the costs associated with advanced practice models have been
performed, research into these costs by the Travel Model Improvement Program and by
agencies such as the Virginia Department of Transportation have established model
development costs between $600,000 and $2,000,000, while the development of a tradition 4step model would likely cost approximately 60%-70% of this total. Application costs associated
with running an advanced model are not expected to be significantly greater than running a
traditional model, with the exception that agencies should overall expect longer hardware
runtimes due to the increases behavioral, spatial and temporal detail.

2.10 Development Challenges
A critical project task involves identifying strategies, enhancements, and changes to improve
compatibility and computational efficiencies amongst the model system components. The
treatment of households, persons, vehicles, trips, tours, and travel schedules are the primary
areas that need to be coordinated. Differences in the way networks, activity locations and
parcels are defined, coded and linked will also need to be addressed.
The most significant challenge for this project, however, is developing a computationally
efficient linkage between the DaySim activity model and the TRANSIMS network model. This
linkage is currently implemented through data files, data processing scripts and custom
software for file manipulation. To make this process useful and effective from a computer
processing time and dynamic feedback perspective, directly integrating the TRANSIMS path
building and skimming components with the DaySim activity location module will be desirable.
The TRANSIMS software is currently being restructured to implement path building as a service
object with multiple threads and a dynamic link library interface. The DaySim software is also
being re-written in C++ to improve computational efficiency and simplify interfaces to the
TRANSIMS C++ objects.
There are also development challenges within each software package that warrant attention.
One of the limitations of the current Microsimulator is the cell-based speeds. Vehicles move an
integer number of cells during each time step. This limits the vehicle specific speed to about 6
values. This approach makes it possible for TRANSIMS to simulate large regional networks
relatively quickly, but it makes that simulation less realistic from an acceleration-deceleration
perspective. TRANSIMS includes tools to distribute the speed bins from the Microsimulator
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into more detailed speed bins used in emissions modeling. These procedures are adequate, but
not as useful for more detailed speed estimates or vehicle specific power distributions used for
project-specific emissions estimates.
A new version of the TRANSIMS Microsimulator is currently under development that utilizes
car following methods and more detailed vehicle movements. It is also built around multiprocessor computer clusters that improve processing time for larger regions. Work is also
underway to develop a plan simulator that combines the capabilities of the Router with a less
complex network simulation. This tool is viewed as an intermediate step between Router
feedback iterations based on volume-delay functions and Router-Microsimulator convergence.
It is similar to what the industry typically thinks of as DTA or mesoscopic network simulation.
The importance of pricing sensitivities necessitates a comprehensive treatment of these policies
throughout the model system. It is essential that the model system not only have the ability to
test a wide variety of pricing policies, but also that the coding of these alternative policies be
straightforward.
Finally, it will be essential to build up the Sacramento DaySim-TRANSIMS integration and other
TRANSIMS implementation efforts to identify and refine appropriate equilibration and
convergence measures, and to implement equilibration and convergence procedures that are
not onerous from a runtime perspective. This will bear directly on the ability of the project
team to calibrate and validate the model, as well as on the ability to perform the necessary
sensitivity tests.

2.11 Model System Dissemination
In addition to the development of an integrated model, a key project goal is the deployment, and
application of the integrated model system by practitioners. In order to ensure that the model
system developed as part of this project is disseminated to and used by practitioners, the
project team will pursue two goals. First, the integrated model system will be designed so that
the model data needs and system procedures are standardized and can be replicated and
deployed by practitioners. For example, this will include the use of standard data structures
and input data sources. It will also include the capability for users to implement components of
the integrated model system. Detailed documentation will be developed that will include
explicit instruction on how to implement the model system in a new region. Second, the project
team will seek and identify partners, such as the Florida Department of Transportation’s Model
Task Force and Florida metropolitan planning agencies with whom to share knowledge and
data. Additionally, the project team will seek national travel demand and traffic simulation
venues and training opportunities.
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3.0 INDUSTRY PRACTICE
3.1 Current Industry Practice
3.1.1 Travel Demand Forecasting
Current demand modeling practices vary widely among metropolitan planning agencies in the
United States. A majority of the largest twenty MPOs are either using, developing or planning to
develop disaggregate demand microsimulation models similar to DaySim. However, smaller
agencies of the size being targeted by this project, or smaller, have not yet embraced these socalled activity-based or tour-based models. Demand models used by these agencies are almost
exclusively traditional 3-step or 4-step models that generate zone-to-zone trip outputs. The
factors explaining these choices include average characteristics of households living in the zone,
zonal employment and population forecasts, and zone-to-zone transport travel times skimmed
from static traffic assignment models. Trips of several types are modeled, including home-towork, home-to-school, home-to-other and non-home based. Full-day trip volumes are modeled,
perhaps peak hour trips, and post-processors might be used to allocate trips across times of
day.
This type of planning model currently used by most mid-sized and smaller agencies is not very
well suited to integration with dynamic traffic assignment. The outputs are aggregate
demographically, spatially and temporally. The demographic aggregation limits the ability of a
dynamic traffic assignment model to capture differences in behavior associated with the
characteristics of the travel party. Spatial aggregation limits the ability of the demand and
assignment models to accurately route the entire trip, deal with parking, and measure travel
times and costs. Temporal aggregation prevents the demand model from using the temporally
rich outputs of dynamic traffic assignment models to improve the demand model predictions.
In order to integrate aggregate outcomes with dynamic traffic assignment models, it is possible
to use a post-processor to ‘disaggregate’ the outputs so that they can be used by a dynamic
traffic model. However, the models themselves would not be supplying information about the
demographic, spatial and temporal details of the trips that would enable the model system to
capture the impacts of policies and programs on those details.

3.1.1.1 Syntheses of Current Practice
A number of syntheses of the state of the art and practice in travel forecasting have been
prepared in recent years which provide more detailed information, including:


Transportation Research Board Committee for Determination of the State of the
Practice in Metropolitan Area Travel Forecasting. TRB Special Report 288, Metropolitan
Travel Forecasting: Current Practice and Future Direction. Washington, D.C. 2007.



Bradley, M. and J. Bowman. “A summary of design features of activity-based
microsimulation models for U.S. MPO’s.” Conference on Innovations in Travel Demand
Modeling, Austin, TX, 2006. http://trb.org/Conferences/TDM/papers/BS1A%20%20Austin_paper_bradley.pdf. 2006.



Vovsha, P., M. Bradley and J. Bowman. “Activity-based travel forecasting models in the
United States: Progress since 1995 and Prospects for the Future.” Progress in ActivityBased Analysis. pp. 389-413. H. Timmermans, Ed. Elsevier, Amsterdam, 2005.
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Federal Highway Administration Office of Planning Methods Team. Activity Based
Travel Demand Forecasting: Reviews of MORPC and SACOG Modeling Practices.
Washington, DC. 2009.



Cambridge Systematics. A Snapshot of Travel Modeling Activities: Atlanta Regional
Commission (ARC), Mid-Ohio Regional Planning Commission (MORPC), North Central
Texas Council of Governments (NCTCOG), Puget Sound Regional Council (PSRC),
Sacramento Area Council of Governments (SACOG). Prepared for Federal Highway
Administration Travel Model Improvement Program. 2008.

3.1.1.2 Lessons Learned
Mark Bradley and John Bowman recently completed a report for the Florida Department of
Transportation in which they presented key insights from agencies using advanced travel
demand forecast models. These insights were based on a questionnaire completed by four
agencies that are currently using so-called acitivity-based models. The agency providing the
insight is noted in parentheses. These and other lessons learned will be incorporated into the
revised Task 1 Report.
Parcel-based model system


Determine up front how each parcel-level data item used by the AB model will be
forecast. (SACOG)



Try to improve on the parcel-to-parcel proximity techniques used by SACOG, to deal
better, for example, with geographic barriers. (SACOG)

Synthetic population input


Make sure the synthetic population accurately represents the number and location of
university students. (SACOG)

Intra-household interaction


Intra-household interaction features are intuitively appealing, and can improve the
realism of the itineraries across household members. As implemented by MORPC, they
seem not to substantially increase run times. However, users are unable to cite
evidence that they improve aggregate predictions. (MORPC)

Traffic and transit assignment


Improve highway assignment, and transit networks and assignment to take advantage
of AB model capabilities. (SACOG, NYMTC)



Use more than four highway assignment periods and two transit assignment periods in
order to provide better information for the time-of-day models. (SACOG)



If you use PA transit assignment, switch to OD assignment to fit better with the AB
model. (SACOG)



Design transit assignment and the interface so as to supply the AB model with fares by
person-type, and use this information in the mode choice model so that it is sensitive to
fare schemes that differ for different people. (SACOG)

Model design and calibration
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Pay attention to how well the model system distributes trips to zones; this includes the
AB model’s location choice models as well as the handling of special generators.
(MORPC)



It has been a challenge to deal with the diversity of the region and the particularities of
Manhattan (NYMTC).

Hardware, software, run time and model operation


Model run time is a major issue. Use a software and hardware implementation that
effectively distributes the AB model and the traffic assignment to multiple processors
(The distributed processing in the MORPC AB model is clunky and prone to break
down.) Plan for post-implementation work to improve model run times. (MORPC,
NYMTC)



Extra software products used by the AB model software, such as Excel, ESRI Avenue,
and even the assignment software, cause problems because the installation requires
these products and because the version used will become out-of-date. (MORPC)

Using the model and model system outputs


Include in the development project the design and implementation of databases and
data flows for generating desired performance measures that take advantage of the AB
model and parcel level data/results. (SACOG)



Good model documentation has lagged the implementation (SFCTA, NYMTC).



Formal training has been required for stakeholders, including decisionmakers (1 day)
and model users (3-5 days and more) (NYMTC).



There is a need to improve the user interface, online help and documentation for model
users (NYMTC)

Implementation schedule


Don’t implement during an MTP or other major statutory function. (SACOG)



Validate your trip-based model system because the AB model implementation will take
longer than the original schedule. (MORPC)



Be sure to have specific milestones in the work plan, and a schedule for completion that
all parties agree to. Establish a system of “point releases” of code that is workable and
testable, which is separate from the constant stream of development updates which
exist in an open-source collaborative project like UrbanSim. (SFCTA)



Expect it to take twice as long as envisioned (SFCTA).

Maintenance and enhancement


It is difficult to make big adjustments to the model without assistance from the
consultant who established it. (MORPC)

3.1.2 Traffic Assignment and Simulation
The state-of-the-practice in traffic assignment and simulation can be grouped into three major
classes of models: macroscopic, mesoscopic, and microscopic. Macroscopic, microscopic, and
mesoscopic refer to the level of detail desired in a model.
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Macroscopic simulation models: Macroscopic models depict the aggregate properties of
traffic flow relationships of the flow, speed, and density of the traffic stream. The
simulation in a macroscopic model takes place on a section-by-section basis rather than
by tracking individual vehicles. Macroscopic models have considerably fewer
demanding computer requirements than microscopic models. They do not, however,
have the ability to analyze transportation improvements in as much detail as the
microscopic models.



Microscopic simulation models: Microscopic models simulate the movement of
individual vehicles based on car-following and lane-changing theories. Typically,
vehicles enter a transportation network using a statistical distribution of arrivals (a
stochastic process) and are tracked through the network over small time intervals (e.g.,
1 second or a fraction of a second). Computer time and storage requirements for
microscopic models are large, usually limiting the network size and the number of
simulation runs that can be completed.



Mesoscopic simulation models: Mesoscopic simulation models combine the properties
of both microscopic and macroscopic simulation models. As in microscopic models, the
mesoscopic models’ unit of traffic flow is the individual vehicle. Their movement,
however, follows the approach of the macroscopic models and is governed by the
average speed on the travel link. As such, mesoscopic models provide less fidelity than
the microsimulation tools, but are superior to the typical planning analysis techniques.

Macroscopic models include:


Traditional travel demand models: This is the 4-step models used by most agencies. It
involves trip generation, trip distribution, modal split, and traffic assignment.



Traditional models with activity-based demand: The demand coming into the traffic
assignment step is in the form of activities. An activity-based model is used to generate
these activities.



Traditional models with intersection delay functions: Intersection delay (link turn
penalties) is accounted for in the static assignment step (step 4).



Static assignment with hourly or half-hour trip tables: The origin-destination demand is
split into smaller time slices for better fidelity.

Microscopic models include:


Subarea synthetic data simulations: subarea is extracted from the regional network.
Operational, geometrical, and control data are added to the network. Missing or
unavailable network data are generally synthesized or collected. The assignment results
at the regional level are truncated at the subarea boundaries to obtain “gateway”
demand.



Traveler response simulations: the response of travelers to changes in network
conditions is modeled. It includes but not limited to route changes due to incidents, enroute information, congestion, lane closures and work zone activities, toll-pricing
changes, parking fees changes, and the like. Some of these models may be supported in
certain software; others may need to be developed as an add-on.



Network optimization simulations. Simulation is used to help select model parameters
such as signal timing and phasing to optimize a given objective.
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Traffic and/or transit operational simulations. Models that are capable of simulating
transit operations or both highway and transit operations.

Mesoscopic models include:


Flow rate or fluid dynamics simulations: The flow on links is modeled as a noncompressible fluid, based on the hydrodynamic traffic flow theory with known inflow
and outflow rates.



Dynamic traffic assignment. DTA refers to a mathematical technique (network
assignment) to determine the time-dependent flows on the links due to demand and
supply interactions given a route choice behavior. In practice, the most common
behavioral assumption is user-equilibrium, which implies that drivers choose the
available route with the least travel time.



Regional synthetic data simulations. The time-dependent path flows are simulated in
the regional network. Signal operations are generally emulated. Missing network data is
collected or synthesized.

Most agencies and practitioners focus primarily on a single model type. The traditional travel
demand forecasting community is focused on regional models, major facility planning studies,
and air quality conformity analysis. These agencies use commercial software packages such as
TransCAD or CUBE with ever increasing levels of zone and network detail in an effort to model
finer grain transportation alternatives. They are also increasingly focused on activity-based
models that incorporate more detail about travel demand and location and mode choice. They
tend to be interested, but highly reluctant to abandon their static assignment software to more
accurately model the temporal dimensions and implications of their detailed demand estimates.
At the other extreme, traffic engineers and highway designers focus on very detailed
simulations of microscopic traffic behavior. These agencies use the maturing capabilities of
microscopic simulation tools such as VISSIM or TransModeler to evaluate and visually display
the detailed vehicle interactions in relatively tiny networks during peak period conditions.
Their focus is on improving traffic operations through intersection design, improved signal
timing and signal progression plans, and conflict resolution. They may also be interested in air
quality modeling from a hot-spot analysis perspective.
In many respects, both camps would like to have what the other has to offer, but are
overwhelmed and skeptical about the computational and data challenges required to make this
integration a reality. An analysis that takes more than a few days to code and a day of computer
time to run is outside of the acceptable range for consideration.
Many of these agencies also feel constrained in what they can do to their models by regulatory
and conformity requirements. FTA New Starts modeling guidelines and EPA air quality
conformity requirements make agencies reluctant to adopt new procedures that may not be
accepted for key studies within a region. Maintaining two model development tracks is often
more than a typical MPO can fund and staff.
What is needed and generally missing is a mesoscopic analysis tool that provides a bridge
between macro-scale regional models and microscopic simulations. Dynamic traffic assignment
software such as DynusT and regional planning-level simulation tools such as TRANSIMS are
attempting to fill this void, but are still primarily research tools and not commercial products
with dedicated support and marketing staff. They also don’t integrate smoothly with other
commercial packages.
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3.1.3 Air Quality Assessment
For emissions modeling, the current state-of-the-practice revolves around EPA’s Mobile6
software. Transportation agencies apply Mobile6 to develop state implementation plans,
perform air quality conformity analysis on long range plans, and analyze hot spots for NEPA
studies. Most agencies use Mobile6 to create emissions rate lookup tables for each pollutant by
vehicle types, facility types, county/IM program, and speed bin (1 or 5 mph). They then create
custom software or database scripts that apply these rates to the volumes and speeds on
individual links by hour of the day. These application tools typically include methods to postprocess the traditional model outputs to distribute assigned link volumes by time period into
hours of the day and vehicle types. These hourly volumes are then used to estimate hourly
average speeds using refined volume-delay equations or highway capacity manual methods.

3.1.4 Integrated Modeling
To date, there are only a relatively limited number of examples of the integration of advanced
activity-based travel demand forecast models with dynamic traffic assignment and traffic
microsimulation models. This is a likely a reflection of the recent maturity of DTA software, but
to a lesser extent may be due to the perception that model runtimes are unreasonably long, and
that the data requirements of these models a very significant. These data requirements include
not just supply or network-side data that describe the transportation network in greater detail,
but also more temporally detailed time-dependent travel demand data. Note that integration in
the context of this discussion refers to integrating travel demand models with DTA assignment
models, and does not refer to integration with other models such as economic or land use
models. In some cases, this integration has been for an entire region, but has more frequently
been implemented for subareas within a region. Finally, it should also be noted that in virtually
all existing travel demand model-DTA linkages, the DTA model has received demand from the
travel model, but that DTA-based level-of-service measures have not been fed back to the travel
model.
To the extent that DTA models have been used in practice, the have been primarily integrated
with tradition 4-step travel models, which do not provide travel demand with the temporal
resolution sufficient for use in DTA models. Therefore, it has been necessary to post-process
and disaggregate the travel demand into the finer grained time slices. There are some examples
from both research and practice where DTA models have been integrated with advanced
activity-based travel models which can provide more temporally-detailed disaggregate demand.
However, in these instances, the disaggregate demand has been aggregated to matrices
representing short time periods prior to assignment.
Implementing and integrating activity-based travel demand forecast models and dynamic traffic
assignment models first involves preparing the necessary supply- and demand-side datasets.
Developing supply-side transportation networks has been accomplished in many ways,
including pivoting off of traditional travel demand forecast networks, as well as building
networks based on more spatially detailed and accurate GIS street centerline files.
Incorporating additional operational detail, such as intersection controls, has been
accomplished by both importing signal control and other “real world” information, as well as by
using automated tools to synthesize signal controls and other attributes. Other important
attributes reflected in the DTA transportation network include lane details such as connectivity
and the presence of turn bays.
Developing the demand-side inputs to a DTA model has typically been focused on preparing of
time-dependent or time varying origin-destination matrices, typically with a resolution of
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between 5 minutes and 15 minutes. These trip tables are often derived by applying a set of
factors to broad time period demand, but the use of factors can be problematic. For example,
the factors may not capture differences in directionality by time of day. Decimal values in the
demand matrices that result from the nature of the original demand model, or from the
application of factors must also be addressed because DTA simulations use discrete units such
as vehicles and persons. Use of a finer zone structure is desirable, so the travel demand
matrices are sometimes further disaggregated spatially. Finally, the demand must be
segmented by class (such as vehicle occupancy or trucks) if the transportation network includes
vehicle class restrictions. Transit vehicles can be included in the vehicle demand in order to
assess their impact on roadway performance, but transit assignment is not performed.
An important aspect of the application of DTA, not limited to the context of integrated modeling,
is pursuing dynamic use equilibrium and network stability. This issue of assignment model
equilibrium and stability must be further extended to address integrated model system
equilibrium and stability. A number of measures of assignment and system convergence have
been proposed, and one of the primary challenges has been reaching acceptable convergence
levels within reasonable runtimes. This is because convergence is typically pursued through an
iterative procedure of running the demand model and the network assignment model, which
can be extremely time-consuming.

3.2 Emerging Methods
3.2.1 Travel Demand Forecasting
The development of disaggregate microsimulation demand models, the so called activity-based
or tour-based models, by many of the largest MPOs, represents the main emerging development
in travel demand modeling that relates closely to this project. Figure 7 shows a timeline of
activity-based models that have been implemented or are currently in development for major
US cities or regions. They can be divided into two major “families” of activity-based models.
The five models from Portland, San Francisco County, Sacramento, Denver and Seattle use
variations on the Individual Day Activity Pattern approach first developed by Bowman and
Moshe Ben-Akiva at MIT and were designed primarily by Mark Bradley and John Bowman. We
call them the “DaySim family” after the name of the software developed for the SACOG model,
the most recent and advanced model in this family to be implemented and used in practice. The
other five models were designed primarily by Peter Vovsha of Parsons Brinckerhoff. We call
them the “CT-RAMP family” after the software used to run the newest versions. Enhanced
features are being added to both model families as they evolve. In addition to the regions
shown here, a model development project was recently intitiated in Phoenix, and other models
have been implemented, but not significantly applied, in Dallas and South Florida.
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Figure 7. Timeline of Activity-Based Model Implementations in the United States

Both families of models are similar in terms of the overall model structure, shown in Figure 8. A
synthetic population is generated for the region, and then the activity-based model component
is used to (micro)simulate a single days’ travel and activities for each member of the population.
The output of the activity-based component is a list of all predicted trips made in the region.
Those trips are then combined with the trips from the other, non-activity-based model system
components (typically freight/commercial trips, external trips, and trips to/from special
generators such as airports), and collapsed into auto and transit trip matrices for use in
network assignment. All of the current activity-based model systems use standard static
equilibrium traffic assignment—the same type of assignment used with trip-based models.
However, the disaggregate trip output of all these models is well suited to be used as input to a
dynamic traffic simulator.
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Figure 8. Overall Structure of Regional Activity-Based Travel Forecasting Model Systems
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The most advanced models in each family are similar in other important ways:


They work at a hierarchical level of trips within tours, and tours within full days.



They include models of tour generation for several different activity purposes at the
day-level, as well as models of intermediate stop generation generation/frequency at
the tour level.



They include models of both destination choice and mode choice at both the tour and
trip levels.



They include models of detailed time of day choice/scheduling at the tour level, using
the concept of residual “time windows”.



They include “long term” choice models of usual work and school locations and auto
ownership.

There are three important differences between the most advanced implemented models of the
two families:


The CT-RAMP family emphasizes “intra-household interaction” models of linked daily
activity patterns and joint tours across household members. These models are not
included in the SACOG model, but they are planned for the upcoming DaySim
implementation in the Seattle region.



The DaySim family can use parcel-level geography for all activity-based model
components, and precise network information near activity locations. This allows it to
use much more accurate measures of transit walk accessibility, travel time for intrazonal and other short trips, neighborhood walkability, and attractiveness of
destinations for various purposes. This makes it particularly well suited to capture the
effects of neighborhood level land use and transport policies, and to use more precise
information about auto travel times and costs that may become available from dynamic
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traffic assignment models. In principle, CT-RAMP could use parcel level models.
However, a significant amount of code and logic are embedded in DaySim to enable it to
work at both the zone level and parcel level simultaneously.


The DaySim family emphasizes model integration by more rigorously using logsums to
capture effects of transport conditions on all aspects of choice. However, improvements
in this regard are planned for the SANDAG CT-RAMP implementation. Additional
information on this aspect of the DaySim model system can be found in: Bowman, J.L.
and M.A. Bradley. “Activity-based Models: Approaches Used to Achieve Integration
Among Trips and Tours Throughout the Day.” Presented at the 2008 European
Transport Conference, Leeuwenhorst, The Netherlands, October, 2008.

This project is expected to deal explicitly with pricing policies, and the models in both families
have the potential to improve the capability of modeling pricing policies in several ways:


Effects of travel costs can be reflected in every model, at all levels of the model system,
including auto ownership, choice of workplace, tour and trip generation, destination
choice, mode choice and time of day choice. Because the models are hierarchical, the
models higher in the hierarchy must rely on logsums to capture the effect of cost, rather
than including cost directly in the utility function. For example, in destination choice,
more than one mode and time of day may be possible, so the destination choice model
might use a logsum that captures cost effects across all modes, and possibly across all
times of day. Among the current model systems, the SACOG model has consistently
applied integration features. SFCTA is in the process of improving their model in this
regard, to better use logsums at the higher levels.



Household income can also be included in every model at all levels of the model system.
Values of time in the mode choice models vary by income, and mode accessibility
variables (mode choice logsums) can be included in most of the other component
models. Most, if not all, of the models use income effects throughout.



With time of day models that predict all trip start and end times to within 30 or 60
minute intervals, time-of-day pricing and peak-spreading effects can be modeled in
detail. The MORPC and SACOG models are particularly strong in this regard because
they use small time periods (MORPC—60 minutes, SACOG—30 minutes). MORPC
models the hour of departure from home and return home for all tours. SACOG models
the half-hour arrival and departure time periods for all stops on all tours.



Any of the existing models could be enhanced to substantially improve the ability to
model the effects of road pricing policies because, by microsimulating individual tour
and trip choices, they have income, purpose and other personal characteristics available
to help explain response to pricing policies. This would be done by representing toll
facilities and pricing policies accurately in the networks, drawing the “value of time” for
every person’s tour from a log-normal distribution (depending on income, trip purpose
and other factors), enhancing mode choice models to model toll-vs-free auto modes,
using multi-class assignment that depends on travel costs and the traveler’s VOT
category, and implementing procedures that provide accurate travel time and cost
information for 30-60 minute time periods within the peak periods and shoulders.
Integration with dynamic traffic assignment offers great potential to achieve these
improvements.

Although they model walk access and egress to transit stops, the emerging demand models
don’t typically model walking to and from a remote parking space in downtown areas where
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on-site parking is limited and/or expensive. The MORPC model for the Columbus Ohio region is
one exception, where a parking location choice for downtown destinations has been
implemented. Such parking models are difficult because, to be very useful, they require (a) fine
level geographic detail to capture the difference in walking time from various different parking
locations (garages, lots, etc.), (b) time-dependent simulation to simulate parking facilities filling
up and emptying out during the day, so that the availability of parking at different times of day
is capture, and (c) detailed, facility-specific data on parking prices, capacity and utilization. This
type of model is certainly feasible if adequate data is available, and it is hoped that it will soon
become a standard feature of activity-based model systems, although it is not definitively
proposed for any of them. As the spatial and temporal resolutions of model systems improve,
addressing parking choice issues in a comprehensive manner becomes more important.
In terms of energy use and emissions, vehicle type, in terms of size, body type, fuel type, and
fuel efficiency, can be very important. Although research agencies such as California Energy
Commission, Air Resources Board and Argonne National Labs have done a great deal of
modeling of vehicle type purchase and usage along these dimensions, none of that research has
yet made it into regional travel demand forecasting models. One possible reason is that vehicle
technology that will be available on the market is very uncertain over the 25 year forecast
horizon typically used for regional plans, so use of such models may require some sort of
scenario-based approach. This type of model is not planned for any of the activity-based model
systems now under development. However, the integration with dynamic traffic assignment
models may increase the motivation for models that predict vehicle types, and then accurately
represent the usage of each vehicle throughout the day.

3.2.2 Traffic Assignment and Simulation
A number of emerging methods in traffic assignment and simulation have propelled the field
forward in recent years. In addition to the benefits derived from computational speed
improvements associated with multithreaded processes and 64-bit operating systems,
methodological improvements have included:
Multiple user classes. Travelers respond differently to the same travel information. This is being
addressed by creating multiple user classes based on response rates and route-choice behavior.
Traveler heterogeneity. One of the critical tasks in developing dynamic models is to realistically
model trip-makers’ path choice decisions given the value of time (VOT) for each traveler. While
most researchers have commonly adopted a generalized path cost function in which path travel
time is weighted by a constant value of time (VOT), empirical studies suggest that this is not
entirely correct as manifested in the fact that some trips take slower paths to avoid tolls while
others choose toll roads to save time. Recent research into this issue have resulted in
addressing the different VOT preferences through the development of a bi-criterion shortest
path method in which travel time and out-of-pocket cost are simultaneously taken into account.
Multi-modal network assignment and optimization. Most models that simulate highway and
transit, do so descriptively rather than normatively. This means travelers will not have the
option to change modes in most models. In reality people consider all their travel options and
pick the one that maximizes their utility. This can be accomplished by using a time-dependent
multi-modal shortest path algorithm that returns the optimum route.
Efficient solution and simulation methodologies. To minimize run times, dynamic models need
to store the time-dependent link costs and subsequently shortest path trees in RAM memory for
quick and direct access by the time-dependent shortest path and simulation modules. Such a
requirement prohibited these models from simulating large network. To this end, vehicle-based
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techniques have emerged as an efficient method to storing paths and reducing memory. The
model does not need to explicitly store the shortest path tree anymore, but rather the vehicle
trajectory. A technique to reduce the memory requirement in the assignment process is the
Method of Isochronal Vehicle Assignment (MIVA), which limits the memory use by the TDSP
module by restricting the choice of time periods to be considered. A technique to limit the
simulation run times is to use an event-based system, which limits the need to actually perform
vehicle simulations to the occurrence of traffic events.
2nd order solution heuristics. Most simulation-based assignment models typically use
averaging techniques or gradient-based methods such as MSA or route-swap methods for
solving for UE conditions. While their simplicity and lack of derivative requirements are the
main reasons for its widespread use, its convergence properties in real-life networks has been
inconclusive, especially because they do not exploit local information in searching for a solution,
and therefore lack a proper decent direction. With the advances in computation speed and
cheaper memory, there is a slow shift towards adopting 2nd order (hessian-based) solution
methods, which are more theoretically elegant and generally much faster to converge than
gradient-based procedures.
Day-to-day modeling. User equilibrium is by far the most commonly adopted route choice
behavior. It assumes that people have perfect information regarding the travel times in the
network. However, empirical results show that travelers are constantly updating their paths,
departure times, and destinations due to prior experiences. This process is currently modeled
using a day-to-day learning model. Such a process may not converege
Path-based signal optimization. Signal optimization have been generally performed on an
arterial basis, however, research have indicated that a lower system cost can be obtained by
doing signal progression along critical paths instead, which are identified based on travel time
marginal costs.

3.2.3 Air Quality Assessment
Green house gas emissions are one aspect of emissions estimation that will dominate a great
many studies in the coming years. In addition to the major shift from Mobile6 to MOVES for this
type of modeling, EPA and MOVES are pushing the industry to model transportation systems at
ever increasing levels of operational detail and specificity related to vehicle power distributions
and energy consumption. These requirements go beyond simple average speeds to include
such details as vehicle accelerations on grades.

3.2.4 Integrated Modeling
While the usefulness of DTA assignment for capturing regional traffic dynamics, and the
necessity of integrating these assignment tools with travel demand forecasting models has
become increasingly accepted, the methods for achieving this integration in a comprehensive
and consistent manner are still being explored.
One important avenue of investigation involves seeking means of retaining trip chains (tours)
throughout the network assignment process, rather than treating these inter-related trips as a
set of discrete and unconnected movements. The TRANSIMS network assignment software
being used for this project has the ability to preserve the integrity of these tours, but this ability
adds additional complexity to the modeling process when trips can’t be satisfied in a timely or
expected manner.
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Another avenue of investigation considers the issue of heterogeneous users. For example,
although many advanced activity-based demand models have begun to incorporate more
realistic representations of travel behavior, such as the use of distributions of values of time
reflective of different travelers and different travel purposes, most network assignment
procedures treat these travelers in a homogenous way and are insensitive to these differences.
Finally, significant research into model equilibration and system convergence is on-going.
Although research and investigation into advanced assignment methods has been ongoing for
decades, equilibration for dynamic models is still not well understood. Integrated model
system convergence research is also an active line of academic and practical research, and
examines different convergence criteria and the influence of step size, methods of addressing
time-of-day, and other issues.

3.2.5 Other Emerging Methods
There are a number of areas where advanced transportation modeling tools can provide
significant benefit beyond the capabilities of traditional travel demand forecasting methods.
Within the broader area of transportation planning and operations, the general concepts of
activity-based modeling are expanding beyond household travel to encompass more of the
transportation system. Perhaps the most urgent need is in the area of freight and truck
modeling or more generically commercial vehicle tours. A secondary need, but one that is no
less important in accurately modeling travel in urban areas, is non-resident tours made by
visitors or travelers that originate outside of the modeling region.
Another area of emerging interest is integrating transportation models with land-use models,
economic development models, and financial / revenue estimation models. Feedback from
transportation models to land development tools that ultimately make the land use inputs
conditional on transportation investments has been a missing link in the overall urban planning
process for some time.
Our nation’s focus on security and natural disasters has raised the level of interest in modeling
transportation systems under emergency response or evacuation scenarios. Operational details
and traveler behavior under unusual conditions are emerging areas of research and analysis.
On the technology side, transportation modeling software is taking full advantage of the
advances in multi-threading, multi-processor, cluster computing, and cloud computing over the
internet capabilities of new computer systems. The whole concept of model processing times
on standalone desktop computers is quickly becoming a thing of the past. In many respects this
makes the models more difficult and complicated to run, but it also makes problem size and
computational complexity less of a constraint in designing modeling methods.
New technologies are also making the presentation and visualization of modeling results more
convenient and useful. Visualizing animations of second-by-second simulations are emerging
as a standard component of the modeling tool kit. The industry is now faced with the challenge
of determining how to best use these capabilities to document and communicate results to
decision-makers.
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